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COM CATI SYSTEM FOR MEMCAL DEVICES

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The present invention generally relates to implantable body-worn, or external

medical devices aid. more particularly . to a system and method for providing improved

communication capability between such medical devices and a remote corranunication

system and/or health care provider.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Vado s types of medical devices have been developed for providing therapy,

diagnostics, sad/or patient monitoring. Certain ones f these devices are configured for

implantation within the patienf s body id are typically referred to s implantable medical

devices or IMDs. Others may be worn 0.0 e patient's exterior. Many of these medical

devices include various amounts of electronic memory for storing device operating w ά

control so re , and various types of patient- and device-related data ϊa addition, some

of these s e medical devices s include signal processing and telemetry circuitry, that

allows o or all of the data stored in the memory to be transmitted to a remote computer

network or other communication node. The device ma also r cei and store dat

transmitted t o it remotely from computer network or other communication node.

The performance of such a medical device d the status of the patient's health

y be assessed by retrieving device-related data and patient-related data from the

medical device. In addition, it may be necessary to periodically update the software in the

medical device. Data may be retrieved and/or updated software installed b vi the

patient visit a hospital or clinic, retrieving the stored data and/or installing the updated

software by means of a programmer or other device. ep d g o the frequency at

which data retrieval or software updates occurs, this procedure can be difficult and

inconvenient for certain patients, .most notably for those that live in remote areas or those

that a have limited physical mobility. Thus, various r m e sensing and

eommimicatiori systems and methods a e been developed to address these drawbacks,

Nonetheless the need still exists for an easier, faster, and more cost-effective system for

monitoring and controlling t performance of some medical devices and for assessing



patient health on. a regular and/or continuous basis that does not require patient presence at

a health care .facility. The present invention addresses at least this need.

BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates to s system for facilitating communication between a

medical device and a wireless communications network, which comprises a telemetry

circuit configured to wire1ess.lv communicate w t one or more medical devices. A

computer network communication interface is configured to wirelessiy communicate

directly with the wireless computer/network, and a peripheral device communication

interface is configured to communicate with a i re e s peripheral device. A processor is

in operable communication with d configured to control operations of the telemetry

circuit the network communication i ter ace and the peripheral device communication

interface.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The present invention will hereinafter be described in conjunction with the

following drawing figures; wherein like numerals denote like elements, d

FfO. 1 is a perspective view of implantable cardioverter defibrillator coupled to

heart and which is exemplary of one type of implantable medical device that may

incorporate an embodiment of the present invention;

FlG. 2 a functional block diagram of an exemplary circuit architecture mat m

be included m the medical device of FIG. 1

FIG. 3 is a functional block diagram of a communication system according to an

embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 4 is a functional block diagram of a communication interface module that

ma form part of the corrarruoicatiϋα system depicted in F G. 3; and

FIG. 5 depicts a software-irnpiemerrted bio-feedback system for use on a patient

personal computer.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION



The following detailed description is merely exemplary aid is not intended to limit

the invention or the application and uses of the invention. Furthermore, there is no

intention to be bound by any theory presentee! in the preceding background of the

invention o r the following detailed description of the drawi gs ϊ this regard, before

proceeding with the detailed description, it is to be appreciated that the described

e bodi e i s not limited to use in conjunction with a specific type of medical device.

Thus, although the pr e embodiment is, for convenience of explanat ion , depicted and

described as being implemented in an implantable cardioverter-defibrillator (ICD), it will

be appreciated that it can be implemented in various other medical device types.

Referring to FTG. a simplified representation of an ΪCD H)O and its co nect on to a

patient heart 350 is depicted. The JCD IuO includes a housing 102 and a plurality of leads,

including a first lead 104, a second lead 1 and a third lead 108. The housing 102 is

preferably formed of a suitable, internal body compatible material that has been approved

for medical e such as for exa mple titanium. The housing 102 i preferably

hermetically sealed, so that it is substantially impervious to body fluids, a d is suitably

physiologically shaped to substantially a id any sharp edges so that tissue damage

during and after implantation can be substantially avoided. The housing .1 02 includes a .

connector header 3\ 2 which includes separate connector ports and føedthrøughs (neither

are shown), at least o for each lead 104-108, The connector ports each electrically

couple one of the leads 104-10$ to one of the feedthroughs, which in turn electrically

couples the connector port to the associated circuitry housed within the housing 102. A

detailed description of at least a portion of this circuitry is provided further below.

The first, second, and third leads ϊ 04-1 08 each of which include a plurality of electrodes,

extend subcutaneous Jy from the boosing 102 d include a plurality of electrodes that can

be used for pacing, sensing, and/or cardioversion/defibrillation. When implanted in a

patient; the first lead .104 extends into the right atrial chamber of the heart: 150, where it is

coupled to the right atrial wall In the depicted embodiment,, the first lead 104 is

implemented as a bipolar endocardial lead and includes an atr ial tip (ATiP) pace/sense

electrode 114 and. ao atrial ring (ARING) pace/sense electrode 11 . Daring cardiac pacing

operations, cardiac pacing pulses are delivered, and atrial depolarization events are sensed,

between the atrial tip and atrial ring pace/sense electrodes 1.1.4 and 1l will be

appreciated that i an alternative embodiment, the first lead 104 could be implemented as



a . unipolar endocardial lead In such an alternative embodiment, the housing 102 ou d

function as o of the atrial pace/sense electrodes.

ie second lead .106 extends through lhe right atrial chamber of fee heart 150 and into the

right ventricle. where it is coupled to the right ventricle wall in the depicted embodiment,

the second lead 106 is implemented as a bipolar endocardial lead and includes a right

ventricle tip (RVTIP) pace/sense electrode 118 and a right ventricle ring (RVRING)

pace/sense electrode 1.20. During cardiac pacing operations, cardiac pacing pulses r

delivered, and right ventricular depolarization events are sensed, between the right

ventricular tip and right ventricular ring pace/sense electrodes 11S d 1.20. As with the

first lead 104, it will be appr ciat d thai e second lead 106 could alternatively b

implemented as a unipolar endocardial lead, rather t as a bipolar lead.

e third lead 108, similar to the second a 106. passes through the right atrial chamber

of the heart .1 50. However, rather th extending into the right ventri le the third lead 108

extends through the coronary s us and into the great vein .1 28 proximate t left

ventricle of the heart. \ 50. n the depicted embodiment, the third lead J08 is also

implemented as a bipolar endocardial lead, and thus includes a left ventricle tip (LVTlP)

pace/sense electrode .1 22. a left ventricle -ring (LVRlNG) pace/sense electrode 324, and a

right ventricle coil (LVCOlL) electrode .1 26. During cardiac pacing operations, cardiac

pacing pulses are delivered, and left ventricular depolarization e t are sensed, between

the left ventricular tip and e ventricular ring pace/sense electrodes 122 and 124 n the

depicted embodiment left ventricular pace pulses and/or ventricular depolarization events

may also be delivered and/or sensed between the left ventricular ring pace/sense electrode

124 and the right ventricular coil electrode 126, As with the first i second leads 104

and 106, it will be appreciated that the third lead K could alternatively be implemented

as a unipolar endocardial lead, rather t an as a bipolar lead.

In describing the depicted ICD 100 above, each of the Cpace/sense" electrodes were

described as preferably implementing both pacing and sensing functions ϊ t will

nonetheless be appreciated ihat the pace/sense electrodes may be implemented exclusively

a pace or sense electrodes or may be implemented i programmed combinations for

sensing cardiac signals and delivering cardiac pacing pulses along programmed pacing and

sensing vectors, it will additionally be appreciated that the ICD 100 may be used to

deliver cardioversion-ddibrillation shocks .may be applied, when needed, between



selected pairs of the electrodes ϊ .14-124 according to any one of numerous defibrillation

regimens.

As was noted above, the ICD 100 includes circuitry within the housing 1.02 that u to

control (he overall operation of the ICD H)O. At least a portion of this circuitry is depicted

in FIO, 2. and will now be described in more detail. The circuitry 200 depicted in FIG. 2

includes a controller circuit 202 and various other functional circuit blocks 204-218 that

are in operable communication with, and which may be operated under control o h

controller circuit 202 via. for example a common communications data bus 201 . I t will

be appreciated thai the circuitry depicted in FlG. 2 is merely exemplary of a particular

architecture, and tbat numerous other circuit architectures may be used to impl e t the

operation of the ICD 100. The controller circuit 202 includes, among other things, a CfU

(central processing unit) 224, wMch may include on-board RAM (random access memory)

226 and on-board ROM. (read only memory) 228. The CPU 224 ay be any one of

numerous kaow general purpose processors or an application specific processor that

operates in response to program instructions. Such program instructions ay be stored in

either or both the RAM 226 and the ROM 228. For example, the operating system

software may be stored in the ROM 228, whereas various operating mode software

routines a d various operational parameters may be store in. the RAM 226. It will

appreciated that this is merely e em ar of one scheme for storing operating software d

software routines, a d that various other storage schemes ma be implemented. It will

also be appreciated that the controller circuit 202 may implemented using various other

circuits, not just a programmable processor. For e a pl digital logic circuits and analog

signal processing circuits could also be e .

A clock/timer circuit 204 provides one or more clock d timing signals to the controller

circuit 202 ami If needed, to various ones of h other functional blocks 206-218. The

clock nd timing signals provide for the proper synchronous operation of h various

functional circuits that make up the circuitry 200. clock/timer circuit 204 may be any

one of numerous known circuits for providing clock and/or timing signals. Non-limiting

examples include various types of crystal oscillators, such as a temperature compensated

crystal oscillator (TXCO), a micro-computer compensated crysføj oscillator (MCXO). and

an oven controlled crystal oscillator (OCXO).



A memory circuit 206 is i operable communication with the controller circuit 202 via the

Communications data bus 201. The me o y circuit 206 includes a plurality of Memory

registers 205-1. 205-2, 205-2. . 205-R in which various types of data r stored. The

data that the memory circuit 206 stores in its memory' registers 205 may include both

device-related data and physiological-related data, If will be appreciated that one or more

memory circuits 206 be in operable communication with the controller circuit 202 to

store such data. It will also be appreciated that t memory circuit 206 could be integrally

formed as part of the controller circuit 202 and/or CFU 224, RAM 226, and/or ROM 228,

o could be part of a de ice or system that is physically separate from the CD 100. The

data that y be stored in memory circuit 206 include, bat are not limited to, various types

of patient-related data, and various types of device-related data.

Some or all of the data stored in the memory circuit 206 may be react and transmitted to an

external communication device (not shown in FIG. 2). .Moreover, data may be received

from an external communication device and wri tt n into the memory circuit 206. To

ple t this functionality, the ICD circuitry 200 includes a telemetry input/output (I/O)

circuit 2OH and an antenna 2 10. The telemetry I/O circuit 208 is coupled to the antenna

210 a d . as its name connotes, functions s an input device, or receiver, when the antenna

210 is receiving data transmitted to the ICD 100. and functions an output device, or

transmitter, when data are being transmitted from the ICD 100. The data transmitted to

aαd from the ICD 100 is done so using radio frequency (RF) waves. Thus, ie telemetry'

I/O circuit 2OS includes one or more RF signal sources thai may be used to demodulate the

data received by the ICD K)O. and to modulate the data being transmitted by the ICD K)O.

The telemetry VO circuit 208 may also function to decode interrogation signals it receives

torn an external communication device d transfer these decoded signals io the

controller circuit 202. The controller circuit 202 may then appropriately command th

telemetry VO circuit 208 to be configured to transmit or receive data

hi the depicted embodiment, a DMA (direct memory access) controller 212 is in operable

communication with the controller circuit 202, The DMA controller 2X2. as is generally

known, provides direct memory access to memory circuit memory registers 205, o to the

RAM 226 or ROM 228, without involving the CPU 224, This can conserve battery power

and simplify data read and write operations, i t will be appreciated that the DMA

controller 2X2 could be omitted or could form an integral part o.f the controller circuit 220.



A cardioversion/defibrillation timing and control circuit 214 and a pace/sense timing and

control circuit 2 16 are each coupled to the controller circuit 202 via the communicat ions

data bus 20 1. The cardioversion/defibrillation timing and control circuit 2 14 , in response

to instructions from the controller circuit 202, controls the operations of a high voltage

(HV) circuit 218 and a cardioversion/defibrillation output circuit 220 to deliver

cardioversion/defibrillation shock therapy pulses when needed such as, for example, in the

event an atrial or ventricular fibrillation or flulter, or a malignant high rate tachycardia, is

detected. The high voltage circuit 2 18 stores and supplies relatively high voltage energy

using, for example, a non-illustrated charging circuit to charge one or more non-illustrated

high voltage capacitors to a relatively high voltage. The cardioversion/defibrillation

output circuit 220 includes a plurality of high voltage switches (hot shown) that deliver the

shock therapy pulses to selected ones of the depicted electrodes 114-126 and/or other non-

illustrated electrodes. The cardioversion/defibrillation output circuit 220. in response to

the cardioversion/defibrillation timing and control circuit 21.4, determines whether a

monophasic or biphasic therapy pulses are delivered.

The pace/sense timing and control circuit 216 is programmable and in response to

instructions from the controller circuit 202, controls a pacing output circuit 222 to deliver

cardiac pacing pulses to the heart .150 i naccordance with any one of numerous atrial and

ventricular pacing operational modes. The pace/sense timing and control circuit 216.

together with the pacing output circuit 222. may also implement various tachyarrhythmia

detection and classification operations. The pacing output circuit 222, like the

cardioversion/defibrillation output circuit 220, includes a plurality of switches, which are

not shown in FIG. 2, that deliver the shock therapy pulses to selected ones of the depicted

electrodes 114-126. The pacing output circuit 222 additionally includes a pacing energy

supply circuit which is also not shown in FIG. 2 . The pacing energy supply circuit stores

and supplies the electrical energy that is delivered to the selected electrodes 114-126 as

cardiac pacing pulses.

As was noted above, the ICD circuitry 200. and more specifically, the telemetry I/O circuit

208, transmits data and information to, and receives data and information from, an

external communication device. The external communication device allows data and

information transmission between the ICD 100 and an external communication system. A



functional schematic diagram illustrating (his intercommuoicalioo liuietioiiality is depicted

in FIG. 3, d with r nce thereto will now be described in more detail

The intercommunication functionality is implemented via the ex terna] communication

device 302, which is referred to herein as the communication interface module (ClM) 302.

As FIG. 3 depicts, the CiM 302 provides wireless intercommunication between the ICD

100 and a communication system 304. either directly or indirectly via another wireless

peripheral device 306. The communication system 304 may be implemented in any one of

numerous configurations and may include, for example, one or more of the existing

worldwide telephone system (both wired and wireless), the World Wide Web, the internet

or any one of numerous local area networks 0.,ANs) or wide area networks (WANs). No

matter its specific physical implementation. h communication system 304 is configured

to wiralessly communicate with the CfM 302. either directly or via the peripheral device

306.

The peripheral device 306 may be any one of numerous wireless communication devices

that are configured (or are configurable) to wirelessly communicate with the

communication system 304. Some exemplary embodiments .include, but are not limited

to a wireless te l phone a .cellular tel phone a persona? digital assistant (P DA). a personal

computer (PC), or a combination thereof, j αst to name a few. It will additionally be

appreciated that the peripheral device 306, no mat r its specific physical implementation,

is configured {or is configurable) to wirelessly communicate with either, or both, the

communication system 304 and the CIM 302 via any one of numerous wireless

communication protocols w known or develop in the re Some non-limiting

examples of presently known communication protocols include the various ΪEEE 802.1 1

protocols, the BLUETOOTH standard protocol, and the ZigBee Specification protocol,,

just t o name few.

As FJG. 3 additionally depicts, the communication system 304 facilitates communication

with one or more remote systems 308. These remote systems 308 may vary and may

include for example, one or .more of a remote computer system 312, one or more remote

PCs 314, one or more remote operators 316. and o or more remote health care providers

318. It will be appreciated that trie communication system 304 and the remote systems

308 may be configured to allow the remote computer system 312 to communicate directly

with the remote operator 1 or remote health care provider 318, or to communicate with



the remote operator 316 or remote health care provider 3 via the remote PCs 314. In

other embodiments the communication system m communicate directly with the remote

operator 31.6 or remote alth care provider 3 18.. or directly with the remote PCs .1 4.

Moreover, the remote systems 3OS may be configured to allow the remote operator 1 to

communicate directly with the remote health care provider 318.

The CJM 302,, as was noted bo e is configured to wirelessly communicate with the ICD

KKl and to communicate with t e communication system 304, eitber directly or via the

peripheral device 306. As FlO. 3 depicts and as will be described further below, direct

communication between the CIM 302 and the communication system 304 occurs

wirelessly. Moreover, as will also be described further below, co u ication between

the € ϊM 302 and the peripheral device 306, when used, ma occur either wirelesβly or via

a wired connection, d may occur using, any of numerous communication protocols

now known or developed in the future. It will be appreciated that the C ϊ M 302 m be

implemented m any one of numerous configurations in order to cany out s functionality.

A functional block diagram of o particular physics! implementation is depicted in FlG.

4, and with reference thereto will now be described in more detail.

In the depicted embodiment t CM 302 Includes one more processors 402 (only one

depicted for clarity)., memory 404, a telemetry circuit 406, a wireless computer network

interface 408, an alarm driver 410, peripheral device communication interface 412, a

power n g t module 41.4, and a user interface 416, all in operable communication

via a communication bus 422. K processor 402 may include one or more

microprocessors, each of which ay be any o of numerous k o general -purpose

microprocessors or application specific processors that operate in response to program

instructio s ϊ t will be appreciated that this is merely exemplary of one scheme for storing

operating system software tmά software routines, and that various øtrier storage schemes

may be implemented. It. will also be appreciated that h processor 402 røay be

implemented using various other circuits, not just one r more programmable processors.

For exa ple digital logic circuits and analog signal processing circuits could also be used.

The memory 404, similar to memory circuit 206 in the ICD circuitry 200, includes a

plurality of memory registers 405- L 405-2. 405-3, . . , 405~N in which various types øf

data are stored. The data that may be stored in memory 404 include, but are not limited to.

various types of patient-related data and various types of device-related data thai are
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transmitted to Che ICM 302 from either, or both, the ICD 100 and the communication

system 304 Although depicted as a separate functional block, it wi l be appreciated that

the memory 404 could be integrally formed as part of the processor 402. Moreover, the

memory 404 could be physically implemented as any one of mimerows types of data

storage de ices including, for example, a hard disk or oilier computer readable medium

Ch as flash memory, ROM, AM or EEPROM,

The telemetry circuit 406 is configured t o wirelessly communicate i h h ICD 100 via

RF waves, to thereby transmit data and Information to, and to receive t and infbrrnation

from, the ICD 100. As such, the telemetry circuit 406. similar to ike telemetry circuit 208

in the ICD circuitry 200. is coupled Io RF a n 407, and functions a a receiver to

receive data o r information from the ICD 100. and as a transmitter to transmit data or

i formati n to the iCD 100. It will be appreciated that the configuration of the telemetry

circuit 406, as either a receiver or a transm itter is contro lled by the processor 402,

The wireless computer network interface 4OS is configured to wire ϊβssiy communicate

directly with the communication system 304. Similar to peripheral device 306, the

wireless computer network interface 408 is configured iϋ wirel βssly communicate with t e

communication system 304 via any o e of numerous wireless communication protocols

now known or develop i the future. Thus, wireless computer network interface 408 y

implement any one or more of the previously~m<?ntioned e piary communication

protocols, such as the various Ϊ EEE S02.ll protocols the BLUETOOTH standard

protocol, d the ZigBee Specification protocol just to .name a few. ϊ t will additionally he

appreciated that the wireless communication between the comro nicaiion system 304 and

the wireless computer network interface 408 may occur via RF, optical or infrared

com.munica.tioa

The wireless computer network interface 408 is further configured to determine

communication strength d quality with the communication system 304 and supply data

representative o f the determined communication strength and quality t o the processor 402.

The processor 402, n response to these data, determines whether the communication

strength and/or qu&lily are too low and, if so, i s a suitable alarm signal to the alarm

driver 4 K). ϊn one embodiment, the processor 402 upon determining that the

coraimmicatbn strength and/or quality too low, additionally places the Q M 302 into a

standby mode and/or configures the CiM 302 to limit communications via one or more o f



n

lhe telemetry circuit 406, the wireless computer network interface 408, and the peripheral

device communication interface 4 12.

Hie ala driver 410 is configured to receive alarm signals from the processor 402 and, in

response to the alarm signals, supplies one or more suitable alarm driver signals to one or

røore alarm indicators (not shown). Hie alarm indicators may be implemented using y

one, or combination, of numerous types or alarm devices now k or developed in the

future including- S non-limiting examples of aiav.ro devices include one or .more

visual alarm devices, such as hts one or more physical l devices, such as vibration

de i e one or more audible devices, or various combinations of these devices.

The peripheral de ice co m nica io interface 4.1 2 is configured to communicate with the

peripheral device 306, when direct intercommunication between the ICM 302 and th

communication system 304 is either not possible or not desired. The peripheral device

communication interface 4.1 2 may be implemented as any one of numerous types of

suitable communications interfaces including, for example, any one of numerous types of

s ήal interfaces or parallel interfaces. Moreover, the peripheral communication interface

412 is configured to communicate with the peripheral dewce either wirelessty or via a

wired connection 424 (depicted in phantom FIG. 4). If the wired connection 424 is

sed it will be appreciated that the CIM 302 is configured to mate with the peripheral

d ic 306 via either a standard connector or a manufacturer-specific connector 426 i the

peripheral device 306.

The peripheral device communication interface 412. similar to the wireless computer

network interface 4OS, is configured to determine communication strength and quality

wife e peripheral device 306 nd supply data representative of the determined

communication strength and quality to the processor 402. The processor 402,, in response

to these data, determines whether the communication strength and/or quality are too low

and, if so, issues a suitable alarm signal to the alarm driver 410. The processor 402, m

response to these data, determines whether the connection strength and/or qualify are too

low a d If so, issues a suitable signal to the al driver 410. t will be appreciated that

the connection strength and/or quality may of course be too low if the peripheral device

306 is fumed off. Thus, the peripheral device communication interface 412 is configured

to determine en the peripheral device 306 is turned o and provides data representative



of this state to i!ie processor 402. The processor 402, in response, issues a suitable signal

Io the alarm driver 4 10.

The peripheral device interface 412 is further configured, h ά on data received from the

peripheral device 306, to determine communication strength and quality between the

peripheral device 306 and t communication system 304 The peripheral device interface

412 additionally supplies data.representative of the c mu ication strength ά quality to

the processor 402, which determines whether lhe communication strength and/or quality is

too low nd if so, issues a suitable alarm signal to the alarm driver 4 10. The peripheral

device communication interface 4 12 together with the CIM telemetry circuit 406 and

processor 402, a additionally be confi gure to automatically turn he peripheral device

306 o if, for example, the CiM 302 receives specified patient- o health-related data ro

the ICD 100 that needs to be communicated i the peripheral device 306.

The O M 302 is preferably powered from one or more rechargeable batteries which røsy

be batteries 428 housed within the CJM. 302 itself, batteries 432 t t are used to power the

peripheral device 306. or both. Although the configuration may vary, the CIM 302 is

preferably configured to draw power from the peripheral device batteries 432 when the

CIM 302 is coupled to the peripheral device via the wired connection 42 and from the

ClM batteries 428 wh it i not coupled thereto via the wired connection 424. No tter

which set of batteries 428, 432 the CIM 302 is being powered from, it is preferable that t

current being dra therefrom is ini i ed and that the patient is de aware if the state

of charge of either o both sets of batteries 428, 432 is reduced to a low level state. The

power m n g m module 4 14, which will now be described, facilitates this

functionality.

Hie power age t odu 414 is configured to minimize current dram from the

batteries 428, 432 that are powering the CJM 302, and to preserve a ni m amount of

battery charge. To do so, the power management od e 414, together with the processor

402, implements wake-up mode and standby mode schemes well known i the implantable

medical device n mobile telephone Ms. In particular the power management module

414 is configured to place the CIM 302 in the standby od whether it is being power

from the CiM batteries 428 or the peripheral device batteries 432, when the CIM 302 h s

not been communicating with the ICD 100. the communication network 304, and/or the

peripheral device 306 for a predetermined ti e period. In addition, if the CIM 302 is
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being powered from the peripheral device batteries 432, the power management module

4 14 is αmfigiired to place the peripheral device 306 in the t dby mode when the

peripheral device 306 has not been used to c uni t for a predetermined time period.

addition to the above, the power management module 4 14 s further configured to

monitor the charge s a e of either, or both, the CiM batteries 428 aud the peripheral vic

batteries 432 d supply charge-state data represeotetl ve thereof to the processor 402. ϊn a

preferred embodime t {he power management module 414 monitors the state of charge of

both batteries 428, 432, no matter which batteries are powering the CiM 302. In response

to the charge-state data, t e processor 402 determines whether one or both batteries 42

432- are below a predetermined charge state and, if so, issues a suitable signal to lhe alarm

driver 410. It will be appreciated that the power management module 414, together with

the processor 402, may foe configured t o periodically wake u the CJM 302 and/or

peripheral device 306 from the standby ode when in this mode, to check the- state of

charge of the batteries 328, 432. The CIM 302 may additionally be configured, duri g

these periodic "wake-upC * verify commumcatioa strength and quality via the wireless

communication interface 408 n the peripheral device communication interface 414, as

previously described.

In addition Io issuing a suitable signal to the arm driver 410, the processor 402, in one

embodiment will reconfigure the CiM 302 and/or the peripheral device 306 for limited

usage More specifically, if the CIlVl 302 is being powered from either batters- 428, 432

and the processor 402 determines thai the battery 428 432 charge state is below ihe

predetermined charge state, the processor 40.2 places the ClM 302 into mode in which

only limited communications are allowed to occur via the telemetry circuit 406, tfee

wireless computer network interface 40S 5or the peripheral device communication

interface 41.2. Moreover, if the processor 402 determines that the peripheral device batten

432 charge stale is too low, the processor supplies a reconfiguration signal to the

peripheral device 30 via the peripheral device communication interface 412, that places

the peripheral device 306 in the standby mode and additionally reconfigures it for limited

usage. Io particular, the peripheral device 3 in response to the reconfiguration signal,

reconfigures itself such that it is only b to receive r initiate certain types of

communications. For example if the peripheral device 306 is a cellular phone, it would

be reconfigured s ch that it could only receive calls from and t initiate calls to. specified



telephone numbers. The specified telephone numbers are preferably stored in memory

404 and may be user modifiable. S e examples of the specified telephone numbers

include the standard emergency number (e.g., 911) a doctor's telephone number, and a

relative's telephone u b r just to me a few

Instead of or i addition to the above, the peripheral deuce 306 could b e reconfigured in

response to the iecon figuration si nal such that it could only instiate contununscation with

the communication system 304 if the C 302 t s ra an crude signal, or other

specified d t to the peripheral de\ ice 306. For e p , if the ClM 302 receh es

specified health-related data irora the ICD 100, the CIM 302 could supph an euide

ig a , via the peripheral d ic communication interface 4 12 to the peripheral device

306 Alternatively. peripheral ds ice 306 could be configured to automatically allow

communication bet itself and the communication s>stem 304 upon reeemng

specified health-related data transmitted horn lhe CfM 302. t will be appreciated thai the

funetioriaHix described in thi paragraph may bo implemented h ther the peripheral

deuce 3 is cellular phone. PDA. or other communication device

In yet another alternative embodiment the CfM 302 could be implemented it more than

one set of haite πo . For e ple and as depicted in phantom in FIG 4. the ClM 302

could be implemented th a primary battery 428 and a secondary batten 434 The

secondary b t en 434 ould preferably be used only if the primary battery 428 or th

peripheral device battery 432 er unable m o et the CIM 302. in dd t o the

secondary batlery 434 preferably would be switched into use. to power either or both the

CϊM 302 and peripheral dc\ c 306. onh \ e either or both de\ ices 3 2 06 ate needed

o communicate with he communication s> stem 304 Th pens er ma g e module

414 and/or the processor 4 2 id furtϊ r control t CϊM 302 such that charging of the

con ary batten 434 takes precedent o\ar charging o f the primary batten 428 and/or the

peripheral device battery 432 it will be appreciated the CiM 302 m y be configured such

that batters charging, be h the primary battery 428, the secondary battery 432, or botk

could be conducted \ia a comermønal power ixiieiface. via a wired co u ic tio

interface, ch as a USB port, or \ ia a wireless communication link

ϊ h ser interface 416, which may bo implemented as a push-btfiton or toggle-type switch

43ό and an appropriate interface circuit 43S- s configured to ecei user input stimui us.

\ a tiie switch 436. and sopph a signal via the inierface circuit 438, represeatati \ e theieof



io the processor 402. n response, the processor 402 will configure the telemetry circuit

406 to establish communication with, and. retrieve data f ro . th 1.CD 10O or other

implantable medical device within the patient The processor 402 will additionally

configure the wireless computer network interface 408 to tra smit the retrieved data to one

or more of the remote systems 308 and one or more o f the remote operators 316 via the

communication system 304 The processor 402 may additionally, or instead, configure

the peripheral device communication interface 412 to communicate with the peripheral

device 306 and transmit the retrieved data to one or more of the remote systems 308 and

one or .more of the remote operators 316 via the peripheral device 306.

Hie user interface 416 allows a patient, or another person. Io initiate communication

between the CIM 302 and the JCD 100 (or other medical dev ce) and between the CiM

302 and the communication system 304. Thus, if the patient is experiencing certain

symptoms that causes the patient to believe he or she is experiencing a condition that

should b medically diagnosed., the patient can press or toggle the user interface switch

436 to initiate the above-described intercommunication. It will be appreciated that another

person could also press or toggle the user interface switch 436 for the patient it, For.

example, the patient were unable Io do so themselves. The remote operator (or operators)

3 1.6 may then naly the a retrieved from the ICD K) Oto determine whether the

patient 302 needs further attentio lϊ the determination is that the patient does not n

immediate attention, the remote operator 316 can notify the patient, via the

communication y te 304 and the CIM 302 or peripheral device 30 or both, of t

determination. This notification may be made be implemented in any o of numerous

forms including, for example, a visual display, ati audio signal or both, that is emitted by

the ClM 302 the peripheral device 30C or both. Alternatively, the remote operator 31.6

could i p y place a telephone call to the patient.

it after analyzing data,, the ote operator 316 determines that the patient may need

further attention, the remote operator 31.6 will determine an appropriate remedial response,

and transmit the remedial response Io the CfM 302, ihs peripheral device 306, or both, via

the communication system 304. The remedial response may then be transmitted, if

appropriate, t the iCD 100, After the remedial response has been delivered, the CIM 302,

the peripheral device 306, or both, preferably send a confirmatory message io the remote

operator 3 16 confirn ύng that the remedial response w delivered, ϊt will be appreciated



that the remedial response may by arty one of numerous types of suitable responses

depending, for example, on the data analysis. Some examples of suitable remedial

responses include changing one or rs operating parameters of ICD 300, commanding

the ICD 100 to deliver one or more therapy pulses to the patie t (e.g., pace therapy,

cardioverter therapy, or defibrillator therapy, or instructing the patient by audio visual or

other means to take action such as. for example, lie down, go to trie hospital, call

ambulance, or take a medication.

In addition to the abov the ClM 302 or the peripheral device 306 may configured to

store data concerning patient-initiated events. This allows the stored data to he retrieved

and a aly ed t a later date so that future remedial responses may be de r ined at least

partially, o the basis of the data. It will be appreciated that the data may also be stored

the remote data system 130 for later retrieval, analysis and/or future therapy

determination..

With reference now to FI 5 i another exemplary embodiment, the patient i

additionally be provided with software 502 that is loadable o a personal computer {PC)

504. The software 502 once loaded o the PC 504, allows the patient to attain certain

real-time bio -feedback ϊn a particular embodiment, if the patient were experiencing

specific physical symptoms, such as d i ess. lightheadedness, or both. e patient co uld

enter the symptom® into the PC 504, The software 502 m y depending on the symptoms

entered by the patient, request additional patient-related data from the patient.

Thereafter, and in response to an additional user input the software 502 will then

command the PC 504 to initiate communication with the ICD 100 via. for example, the

CIM 302, to retrieve data from the ICD 100, The communication between the PC 504 and

the CI.M 302 could occur v either a wireless connection or wired connection.

No matter the specific ma er in. which the communication Cakes place, upon retrieval of

the data from the !CD 100, the software 502 will process the retrieved data, the symptom

date, and the additional patient-related data to provide trie patient with real-time bio¬

feedback. The feedback may simply be to change certain portions of the patient's diet or

medication, or it may request that fee patient contact a health professional.

T CiM 302 may be physically implemented according to any o of ntmierous

configurations. For example, the CIM 302 may be implemented as a module that may be

worn by the patient and/or be coupled to the peripheral device 306. Alternatively, the



CϊM 302 may be implemented in memory module format which would allow the CΪM

302 to readily interlace with a e or Ϊ /O device of. for example, a persona! computer or

the peripheral device 306. The memory od e format could be accordance with any

one of numerous formats now known, or oped i t e future, including, for example,

compact sh (CF) memory, secure digital (SD) memory, or a memory stick. In yet

another exemplary embodiment the CϊM 302 may he implemented as part of the

peripheral device 306 itself.

While an exemplary embodiments) has h m presented in the foregoing detailed

description of the i vention it should be appreciated that a vast number of variations exist

ϊ i should also be appreciated that these exemplars' bod me ts are only examples, and

are not intended to limit the scope, applicability, or configuration of the invention in any

wa>\ Rather, the foregoing detailed description will provide those skilled J the art with a

convenient road map for implementing preferred embodiment of the invention. ft being

understood that various changes m be made in the function d arrangement of elements

described in an exemplars- preferred embodiment without departing from the spirit and

scope of the invmfkm as set forth in. the appended claims.



CLAIMS

What is claimed is:

.1 . A communications device for facilitating communication between a

medical device d a wireless communications network comprising:

a telemetry circuit configured to wirelessly communicate with one or more medical

devices;

a computer netwo communication interfaces configured to wirelessiy

communicate directly with a wireless computer network;

a peripheral device communication interface configured to communicate with a

wireless peripheral device; and

a processor in operable communication with . and configured to control operations

o£. the telemetry circuit the network communication interface, and t peripheral device

communication interface

2. ThQ device of Cl i L wherein;

the computer network communication interface includes a configuration to

determine communication qualify with the wireless computer network and supply data

representative thereof to the processor; and

the processor includes a configuration, in response to the data representative of

communication quality, to determine if the communication quality is below a

predetermined threshold and, if so, supply an aiarm signal.

3, The device of Claim L wherein;

the peripheral device communication interface includes a configuration io

determine communication quality with the wireless peripheral device m ά supply data

representative thereof to the processor; and

the processor is further configured, in response to the data representative of

communication quality, to determine if the communication quality is below a

predetermined threshold and, if so, supply an alarm signal.



4. The device of Claim 3. wherein:

the peripheral device com un c ti mtedace includes a confi guration to

determine communication qualify betw een the wireless peripheral device and an external

communication system arid supply data representative thereof; and

the processor is further configured, m response to the data representative of signal

qualit to determine if the communication quality is below a predetermined threshold a d

if o supply an alarm signal.

5. The device of Claim 1. further comprising:

a primary batters' operable to supply electrical power to at least the processor, the

telemetry circuit, the network communication interface, and the peripheral device

communication interface; and

a power management module coupled to receive electrical power from the primary

battery and configured to determine state of charge of the primary battery and supply

primary batters? charge-state data representative thereof

6. The device of Claim 5. wherein the -processor reeei ves the primary batterv

charge-state data and is further configured, upon receipt thereof to determine if the

primary battery charge state is below a .predetermined threshold charge state if so

supply an alarm signal.

7. "The device of Claim 5 wherein the processor receives the primary battery

charge-state data and is further configured, upon receipt thereof, to limit communication to

or from o or more of the telemetry circuit, t network commυnicatlon interface, and the

peripheral device communication interface if the primary batten' charge slate is below a

predetermined threshold charge state.

8. Hhe device of Claim 5 wherei the power management module includes a

configuration to determine a state of charge of a peripheral device- batters- installed in the

wireless peripheral device and supply peripheral device batten? charge-s ate data

representative thereof.
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9. The device of Claim 8. wherein the processor receives the peripheral device

battery charge-smie data and is further mfignred. upon receipt thereof to d er i if the

peripheral device batten- charge state is bekrw a predetermined threshold charge stale and,

if so, supply ao lar signal

10. device of Claim 8 wherein:

the processor is coupled to receive e peripheral device battery charge-slate date

and is further configured upon receipt hereo to supply a peripheral device

reconfiguration signal to the wireless peripheral device via the peripheral device

communication interface, if the peripheral device battery charge state is below a

predetermined threshold charge state; and

the wireless peripheral d ice u receipt o the reconfiguration signal, includes

a reconfiguratio/ft to limit communication to or r itself.

11. The device of Cl i 5 farther comprising:

s secondary battery operable to selectively supply electrical power to at least the

processor, the telemetry circuit the network commuftication interface, the peripheral

device communication interface, r the power management od le

12. The device of Claim ϊ further comprising;

-powe management module configured to selectively switch at least the processor

between a communication mode and a standby mode,

wherein the processor, in the standby mode, draws less electrical power than in the

communication mode.

33. 'Hie device of Claim 12 wherein the power management module, he the

processor is in the standby mode, includes a configuration periodically switch the

processor from the standby mode to the communication mode and then back to the

standby mode.



14. The device of Claim 13. wherein;

the processor, e periodically switched into the communication mode from the

standby mode, ioeiud.es a configuration to supply a communication verification signal to

the computer network communication interface and the peripheral device communication

interface;

the computer network communication interface further configured, in response to

the communication verification signal, to determine commuo.ica.lioo quality with the

wireless computer network; and

the peripheral device communication interface further configured, in response to

the communication verification sig l determine communication quality with the

wi eJess peripheral device.

15. The device of Claim I, further comprising:

an aJarm driver coupled to receive an alarm signal and operable, in response

thereto, to supply aαalarm driver signal; nd

aαalarm indicator coupled ϊo receive the alarm driver signal a d operable, m

response thereto, to generate an alarm.

16. The device of Claim 1, iyrther comprising:

a user interface configured to receive input stimulus from a user and operable,

upon receipt of the stimulus, to supply a user interface signs! to the processor.

17. The device of Claim i6, wherein the processor is further operable, in

response to the user interface signal to configure the telemetry circuit to wirelessly

communicate with, and retrieve data from, the medical device-.

18. A communications device for facilitating communication between medical

device ar d a wireless communications network, comprising:

a primary battery operable to supply electrical power;

a telemetry circuit coupled to receive electrical power from primary battery and

configured to wireiessly communicate with one or more medical devices;



computer network communication interface coupled to receive electrical po r

o the primary battery and configured to wirelsssly communicate directly with a

wireless computer network;

a peripheral device communication interface coupled to receive electrical power

from the primary battery a d configured to communicate with a wireless peripheral

device;

a power management module coupled to rece e electrical power from the primary

battery and configured to determine a state of charge of the primary battery and supply

primary battery charge-state data representative thereof: n

a processor coupled to receive electrical power from the primary battery in.

operable communication with the telemetry circuit; the network conimimicatioo interlace,

the peripheral device communication interface, and the power management module, the

processor further coupled to receive the primary battery charge-state data and configured,

upon receipt thereof, to limit communication to ov from or move of the telemetry

circuit, the network communication interface, and the peripheral device communication

interface if the primary battery charge state is below a predetermined threshold charge

state.

i 9. 'Hie device of Claim 18 wherein:

the power management module further includes a configuration to determine a

state of charge of a peripheral device battery installed in the rele s peripheral device m ά

supply peripheral device battery charge-state data representative thereof;

th processor is coupled to receive the peripheral device battery charge-state d t

and is further confi gured upon receipt thereof, to supply a peripheral device

reconfiguration signal tø the wireless peripheral device, via the peripheral device

communication interface, if the peripheral device battery charge state is below a

predetermined threshold charge state; a

the wireless peripheral device upon receipt of the reconfiguration signal, is

reconfigured to limit communication to or from itself.

20. A method of providing bio-feedback to a patient having one or o

medical devices, the method comprising the steps of;



supplying patient symptom data to personal computer (PC)5 the patient symptom

data .representative of one or more symptoms being experienced by the patient;

transmitting medical device data from the .medical device- to the PC;

processing t e supplied patient symptom data and t transmitted medical device

data in the PC: and

based on the processed data, supplying diagnostic bio-feedback to the patient via

the .PC.
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